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This pow departs from existing accounts of the rise of mass vocational education in the

United States between 1900 and 1930 in several ways. AM it defines vocadonsi education

broadly to encompass professional training, including training for new professions like accountancy,

and compOles material on the evening and extension classes of colleges and universides. While

most advocates ot vocational education in the public schools focused on "industrial"

educationeducation for factory workthe demand for vocational courses oriented toward

commerce exceeded that for industrial courses, especially in public schools, colleges, and

universities. Second, it emphasizes the role of prormietary (profit-venture) schools, esPodally

correspondence schools, which enrolled an astounding number of students seeking vocational

education. Finally, it underscores the preeminence of continuing education in this period. The

great majority of AnlexiCAns who took vocational comes between 1890 and 1930 did not do so as

teenagers in public high schools but as young adults who had already commenced their working

Cartels.

Admittedly, this is not the way in which we usually think of vocational education. Our

image of vocadonal education as courses taken in preparation for work by children or adolescents

in public schools has been shaped by our usociation of John Dewey with vocational education.

This is exactly the form of vocational education that Lewey envisioned. But, as Dewey himself

recognized, he did not have a profound impact on the contours of vocational education in his day.

Yet Dewey never lacked allies. Most public school educators of the Progressive Era and

the 1920s, even those who disagreed with Dewey about this or that, thought of vocational education

as a school-based preparation for work. Further, this school-based model was sanctioned by several

hallowed traditices, including a doctrine that I call Useful Knowledge. The ideal of Useful

Knowledge impelled the early land-grant colleges to construct academic programs that blended the

theory and practice of agriculture and the "mechanic arts" as a sufficient preparation for entry into

work. During the 1870s and 1880s, law and medical schools adopted a version of this approach,

embodied in the "case method" that C.C. Langdell introduced at the Harvard Law School.

Langdell's goal, and that of medical reformers, was to have university-based professional schools

provide a complete preparation for practice, in contrast with the notion that formal professional

instruction merely supplemented practice.

The ideals of reformers of legal and medical education like Langdell and Harv ard's Charles

William Eliot resembled Dewey's conception of vocational education and ultimately would dominate

professional training in law, medicine, business, and engineering. But the nodon of professional or

1
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vocational education preceding pracb;ce encountered ferocious opposition even within universities

before 1920 and faced nearly insupersble obstacles in application to public education. Many

Americans, unable to afford the oppommity costs of polonged vocational education, dropped out of
school, only to Ind their educational cmdendals inadequate for a changing job market. These were

the clients of the proprietary schools, which carried few or no oppottunity mew promised

immediate, cash-on-the-barrel results; and made no pretense of teaching the theoretical aspects of

occupations. Public school educators scraped for a niche in the fast-growing empire of vocadonal

education, but as often as not they found themselves on the margin. What success they had in

attracting students to vocational courses in the public schools, finally, they had to the extent that

they conformed those courses to the contours already shaped by proprietary schools.

THE TRADITION OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE

The proposition that public schools contributed to the economic well-being of the nation

commended substantial agreement among nineteenth-century edtnators. Yet most educators did not

identify the economic contribution of education with the teaching of vocational skills. Private pay

schools in the eighteenth century had frequently offered practical instruction in bookkeeping,

surveying, and navigation, a custom continued in some nineteenth-century academies.' But Horace

Mann and other public school reformers of the antebellum period linked the economic value of

,szhools primarily to their inculcation of habits of order and thrift? Neither Mann nor many of his

contemporaries believed that schools should teach vocational skills. What was often called

industrial education hid little impact on the public schools before the 1880s, and as late as 1888
only a score of high schools, most of them private, were primarily devoted to trade training. For

most of the century, industrial education was associated with the education of deviants and

dependents: a foreign visitor eager o %Amos an industrial school in 1850 would have been taken

on a tour of reform schools, schools for mental defectives, or prisons.

Ile vast majority of nineteenth-century Americans learned their trades on the job rather
than in schools. This was true of engineers and lawyers as well as carpenters and plumbers. The

greatest single engineering feat accomplished by Americans before 1850, the constnrction of the

Erie Canal (1817-1825), owed nothing to engineering graduates, for there were no engineering

Carl F. Kaestle, The Evolution of an Urban School System: New York City, 1750-1850
(Cambridge. Mass., Harvard University Press, 1973), p. 10.

3 On school reform ideology, see Carl F. Kaesde, Pillars of the Republic: Common Schools
and American Society, 1780-1860 (New York, Hill and Wang, 1983), chap. 5.
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colleges. Americans idealized the jack-of-all-trades, the one who could learn any skill under any

conditions, just as they celebrated the self-made individual. This atdtude was subvenive of formal

vocational education and of the acquisition of highly refined technical skills. Forced to clear the

wilderness and build a society, individual Americans learned to practice several trades rather than a

single craft skilL Relatively low levels of urbanization in the seventeenth and eighteenth cenmries

tended to discounge skilled anisanship and help to explain why guilds, which tied workers to a

single craft, never developed in America. During the nineteenth century, the uzban population grew

more swiftly than the total population, a development that cleated more opportunities for skilled

artisans. But immigrant European artisans, like the German pianoforte maker Heinrich Steinweg

(Henry Steinway), met much of this demand.

Not until the 1890s did a movement for mass vocadonal education 'tart to blossom and this

movement did not reach fruition until the decade before the United States entered World War I.

Between the founding of the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education (NSPIE) in

1906 and the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, the nation witnessed intense agitation for

national aid to vocational education, but even in this period prominent figures associated with the

vocational movement often contrasted the relatively meager American provisions for vocational

instnicAn in the public schools with the greener pastures in Europe. In 1907, Anhur Jones of

Columbia University observed that, while a comparatively high ptoportion of American teenagers

enrolled in secondaty schools, relatively few were in technical schools.'

Paradoxically, although the movement for vocational or technical instruction in the public

schools developed slowly in America, many American colleges and tadversities had long proclaimed

vocational objectives. In 1862, fifty-five yean before the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act,

Congress passed the Morrill Act, which authorized the federal government to distribute public lands

to the states "to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several

pursuits and professions of life" by "the teaching of such branches of learning as are related to

agriculture and the mechanic arts."4 The Morrill Act charged a segment of American higher

education, the land-grant colleges, with a broadly vocational mission. Industrial and agricultural

Arthur J. Jones, "The Continuation School in the United States," U.S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Education, Bulletin. 1907 (Washington, D.C., 1907); 81.

4 The text of the Morrill Act and subsequent amending acts can be read in Benjamin F.
Andrews, "The Land Grant of 1862 and the Land-Grant Colleges," U.S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Educaticn, Bulletin, 1918 (Washington, D.C., 1918); 7-10.
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education did not begin at the bottom of the American educational ladder and work up; rather, they

started at the top sod worked down. This reversal of what might seem the logical order introduced

a number of strains into American education. It deflected training away from mete job techniques

and toward relatively abstract and intellectually demanding forms of tedmical education. It also

created a huge chasm between higher and popular vocational training.

Useful Knowledge and the Morrill Act

None of this was intended by the frame's of the Morrill Act, but it has never been entirely

clear what they did intend. A phrase like "the liberal and practical education of the industrial

classes" was open to a variety of interpretations. Did it mean that land-grant colleges were to teach

some subjects associated with liberal education and others that were practical? or subjects that were

simultaneously liberal and practical? Justin MOITill, the Vermont Republican senator who first

introduced a land-grant college bill in 1857 and who guided the final passage of a slightly different

bill in 1862, tended to answer all questions about his bills' purpose with "Yes." I.M. Kindel, who

investigated the bills' legislative history, concluded in 1917 that Morrill lacked a clear idea of the

kind of institution that he was attempting to father.' But Kandel was writing on the eve of the

passage of the Smith-Hughes Act and after a period of agitation during which die definition of

vocational education had become increasingly narrow and rigid. In contrast. Morrill had inherited

the antiquated body of ideas known as Useful Knowledge. Extinct by 1917, the notion of Useful

Knowledge flourished in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and bequeathed to the Morrill

Act both an impetus and a string of apparent contradictions.

In its heyday, Useful Knowledge consisted of assumptions and assertions threaded together

by a belief in progress through applied science. The Transactions (1771) of the American

Philosophical Society, the oldest and most prestigious learned society in North America, proclaimed:

Knowledge is of little use, when confined to mere speculation. But when speculative truths
are reduced to practice; when theories grounded upon experiments are applied to the
common purposes of life; and when by thew agriculture is improved, trade enlarged, the
arts of living made more easy and comfortable, and, of course, the increase and happiness
of mankind promoted; knowledge then becomes really useful.'

Isaac M. Kande!, Federal Aid for Vocational Education. Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, Bulletin no. ID (New York, 1917); 82.

"Preface," Transactions of the American Philosophical Sociery, 1 (1771); xvii; see also
John C. Greene, "Science, Learning, and Utility: Patterns of Organization in the Early American
Republic," in Alexandra Oleson and Sanbom C. Binwn, The Pursuit of Kncnvledge and the Early
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These words underscore the indmate comiection between Useful Knowledge and invention. In

1851, Edward Everett, the conservative former governor of Massachusetts, reassured the Middlesex

County (Massachusetts) Society of Husbandman and Manufactums that

we live on the verge of new improvements or discoveries equal to any yet made; . . the
quarry and the forest, the soil and the air, the stream and the winds, ate Mi of elemental
principles and hidden arts and mean adaptations to human comfortthey are replete,
bursting I might say, with great truths.7

In turn, inventions resulted from a careful attention to nature and from the systematic study of

science. With unflinching self-assurance, promoters of Useful Knowledge combed biographies for

evidencc that scientific understanding, rather than some mixture of luck and genius, stimulated

inventions. For example, Thomas Dick, a British clergyman whose On the Improvement of Society

by the DWusion of Knowledge (1833) attracted a wide following in America, pied to show that

Richard Arkwright owed his invention of the spinning jenny to his study of the principles of

mechanics.' Similarly, Everett's oft-delivered lecture on "The Boyhood and Youth of Franklin"

proclaimed that Franklin's inventiveness resulted from his persevering study of science rather than

from genius or luck. Franklin, Aitwright, James Watt, John Fitch, and Oliver Evans, all self-

instructed mechanicfmventors, made up the pantheon of Useful Knowledge.

Mainly the property of elite learned sociedes in the eighteenth century, Useful Knowledge

became 14, popular cause in the antebellum period and formed the intellectual basis of the

mechanics' institutes, the mumal-improvement societies for artisans. Useful Knowledge also became

the foundation for various "farm schools" and "people's colleges" established in the 1840s and

1850s to bring science to artisans and fanners.

By the 1830s, evidence that conflicted with the underlying assumptions of Useful

Knowledge was mounting. Scientific terminology was fast becoming inaccessible even to educated

laymen. In 1848, serious cultivators of scienceincreasingly called "scientists"including

American Republic (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Univentity Press, 1976), pp. 1-20.

7 Edward Everett, "The Husbandman, Mechanic, and Manufacturer," in Orations and Speeches
on Various Occasions, (4 vols. Boston, American Stationers' Co., 1870), 3: 89.

" New Yoit, 1833.
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Alexander Dallas Bathe and Joseph Henry, fonned the American Association for the Advancement

of Science, a professional society devoted primarily to encouraging the specialized study of

scientific branches, rather than the popularization of science. During the same period, the spread of

factories in New York City, Newark, and Philadelphia was coding the position of some pelf-

employed artisans. Yet the ideal of the mechanic/inventor instructed in scieitific ptinciples

continued to arouse allegiance, mainly because it cohered with the image that Americans held of

their nation as a republic free of the class inequalities and consequent political oppression of the

Old World. Publicizing the image of the mechanic/Inventor became a retort to critics of the factory

system. Proponents of industrialization and tariff ptotection contrended that factory operatives in

America would form a mobile class in perpetual flow and counter-flow between fann red mill,

while mechanicfmventors would contribute to increased productivity and national wealth.'

The image of the mechanicfmventor pmmised a benign form of economic development, and

thus exerted a potent and tenacious attraction for conservative protectionists and for workers

themselves. Especially in the late 1820s and early 1830s, leaders of the workingmen's movement

championed tducation and self-improvement As the divisions of the so-called second party system

(Whigs versus Democrats) sharpened in the mid-1830s1 political issues increasingly distracted the

workers' leaders from the cause of self-improvement, a tendency exacerbated by the Panic of 1837

and subsequent depression. When econongc conditions deteriorated in the early 1840s, most

workers turned to movements like land reform, westward expansion, and Manifest Destiny; a

minority of contemplative artisans, however, johrd middle-class reformers in calling for educational

solutions to the plight of labor. In New York, for example, Harrison Howard, an idealistic

carriagemaker, helped to inspire the People's College, which opened in an upstate village in 1860.'°

In the West, Jonathan Baldwin Turner was a Yale graduate who acidly criticized liberal arts

colleges for turning out knaves and thieves disguised as lawyers and speculators. Turner

campaigned successfully in the early 1850s for an "industrial university" that became the University

of Illinois."

Berenice Fisher, Industrial Education: American Ideals and Institutions (Madison,
University of Wisconsin Press, 1967), p. 5.

I° Walter P. Rogers, "The People's College Movement in New York State," New York
History, 26 (October, 1945), 415-455.

" Edmund J. James, The Origin of the Land Grant Act al' 1862. University of Illinois:
University Studies, IV, no. 1 (Urbana, November, 1910), p. 5.
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Howard end Turner kept aglow the torch of Usehl Knowledge and the association between

popular and higher education that characterised Usehtl Knowledge. For eumple, Howard's vision

of the appropriate curriculum for a people's college included Natural Philosophy. Chemistry,

Geometry, Architecture, not neglecting rny other branches which am taught in our

best colleges and universities. prone than their predecessors to accept a permanent class

of factory operatives as a of mdustrialization, Howard and Turner hoped to

restore dignity to manual work. 'ftade training alone would never elevate manual labor the best

interests of workers could be served by giving them the same opportunity for advanced education

that lawyers had king enjoyed.

The Morrill Act owed a good deal to Thrner's ideas and to the model of his Illinois

Industrial University.° Although nothing in the act stipulated that the recipients of land grants had

to be state-supported institutions, the law did require that land grants be routed to colleges lather

than to common schools or high schools." Yet, ironically, it was the Morrill Act, the major

legislative success of Useful Knowledge, that brought to the surface the latter's ambiguities. Its

assertion of an intimate relation between science and the crafts was more an ideological stance than

a prescription for a curriculum. The introduction of manual labor requirements in the lane-grant

colleges, fomshadowed by similar requirements in the People's College, merely underscored the

anomalous blend of science and practical work that characterized these institutions. The wordy

encomium that a joumalist delivered at the opening of the People's College unintentionally

emphasized the enomaly:

In this institution the student will not only read the lofty verse of Vergil's Georgics, but
will reduce his rules to practice while following the Irailing-fouted' oxen gpoken of by
Homer. 'The Differential and Integral Calculus will commingle with the ring of the anvil
and the whir of the machine shop. The mechanic" toll will be diversified by the Histories
of Tacftus or the eloquence of Cicero and Demosthenes. The elevstion which mental
mining and intellectual power confers will be somewhat lessened by being bladed with the

12 Earle Ross, Democracy's College: The Land Grant Movement in the Formative Stage
(Ames, Iowa State College Press, 1942) p. 21.

13

14

James, The Origin of the Land Grant Act, passim.

Two states, Indiana and Missouri, attempted unsuccessfully to diven the Morrill endowment
to their common school funds; see Ross, Democracy's College, p. 73.
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more common and ordinary industrial occupations of everyday life, while the physical man
will be correspondingly elevated, re(ined and ennobled.0

As heirs to Usefial Knowledge, the land-grant colleges exp:rienced similar difficulties in

reconciling the diffbrent threads of their mission. For example, Florida State University appointed a

professor of agricultute. horticultum, and Greek." Land-grant colleges long required their students

to supplement their classroom instruction with work on university farms or in university shops.

Unlike John Dewey's later attempt to use experience as the basis of knowledge, study and work in

the land-grant colleges tended to be unrelated to each other. These colleges kept their manual labor

requirements in order to maintain their identity as people's colleges where the children of farmers

and mechanics would not be embanassed by calloused hands and rough manners.

Yet land-gram colleges failed to become popular institutions. This failure was most evident

in their agricultural departments. Paralleling mechanical invention, agricultural improvement long

had '_zen an objective of advocates of Useful Knowledge, and during the 1850s, interest in

scientific agriculture intensified both in Europe and America. Morrill himself thought that researth

into agriculture would become a major function of the land-grant institutions." But once the latter

had sprung into existence, students displayed little interest in agriculture courses. To take one of

many illustrations, the University of Mississippithe recipient of the Morrill Act endowment in that

stateintroduced an agricultural science come in the early 1870s, but only a handfial of studenu

enrolled. Partly in response to the failure of the University of Mississippi to attract students into

agriculture, the state legislature chartered the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi in

1878. But little changed. Students continued to avoid agricultural courses. Especially

embarrassing to the new institution was the fact that the son of its president enrolled upon

graduation in the Harvard Law SchooLN

The mechanic arts fared better in the land-grant colleges. ln contrast to agricultural science,

still in the formative stage in the 1870s as an academic subject, the mechanic arts could be related

IS Quoted in ibid., pp. 26-27.

16 ibid., p. 87.

17 Kandel, Federal Aid for Vocational Education. pp. 4-5.

John K. Betterswonh, People's College: The Centennial History of Missinippi State
(Jackson, University Press of Mississippi, 1980), pp. 11, 153.
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to an academically well-developed disciplineengineering. Engineering depanments became the

core of most land-grant institutions and euily outdrew their agricultural counterpsru. But

engineering niumphed in a form that distanced ft from Useful Knowledge. In the 11170a and 1880s

conflicts broke out within several engineering colleges, including those in the lind-grast wivaskies,

between advocates of shop-based instruction, which stressed application to practice, and poponents

of higher mathematics and the sciences. When the dust settled, supporters of a curriculum based

on mathematics and science controlled most American engineering colleges. At Comell, for

example, Robert Thurston, whose background lay in the engineering corps of the Navy rather than

in shop work, reorganized the curriculum toward the sciences in the 1880s and successfully scuttled

a provision to allow credit toward entrance into the engineering school, the Sibley College of the

Mechanic Ans, for shop experience."

Cornell's resistance to extreme practicality became the characteristic response to the

demands for science and utility that arose afttr the Civil War. These demands, which affected

traditional Harvard as well as upstart Cornell, were in keeping with the old idea that universkies

existed to train leaders rather than workers. Cornell-s president Andrew Dickson White quietly

interred Ezra Cornell's call for university-conrected factories that would teach students to become

self-supporting. Harvard's Charles William Eliot, a zealous proponent of science and electives,

dampened any notion that Harvard educate practical workers. At Johns Hopkins, Daniel Coit

Gilman pursued a similar course; while endoising technology and trade schools, Oilman saw to it

that Hopkins became a research-oriented institution. These and other forward-looking presidents of

the Gilded Age proved adept at aligning themselves with the new guess on science and utility

without turning their institutions into trade schools. They did so by enhancing the scientific

component of the university curriculum, while simultweously campaigning for an elaborate,

differentiated, and hierarchical system of lower schools to produce middle-level technicians and

ordinary mechanics.7°

The equation of the mechanic arts with academic engineering and the deflection away from

univerNities of demands for utility did not go unchallenged. Throughout the 1870s and 1880s,

critics contended that engineering colleges were turning out over-educated academic wizards who

" Monte A. Calvert, The Mechanical Engineer in America, 1830-1910: Professional Cultures
in Conflict (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1967), pp. 45-46, 97, 103.

a° Fisher, Industrial Education, pp. 53-55; Laurence R. Veysey, The Emergence of rhe
American University (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1965), pp. 70-73.
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were unfamiliar with tools and practical problem-solving. Masuchusetts's Worcester Fme Institute

(1868) became a model for thew attics, for its students attended engineering courses and also sold

articles they made in the institute's shops. But Worcester Free inspired more curiosity than

emulation on the part of engineering professors elsewhere. Most engineering professom in late-

nineteenth-century colleges and universities sought to erect their discipline an a firm academic

foundation and to develop specialties that :enacted new industrial technology. By 1914, a student

of mechanical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology had to take heat

engineering, bailer design, electrical engineering, machine design, hydraulics, power-plant design,

refrigeration, factory construction, and heating and ventilation. Not surprisingly, a Carnegie

Foundation study in 1918 found the engineering curriculum at M.I.T. and other engineering colleges

"congested beyond ardurance."21

MANUAL TRAINING

In this context, critics of engineering colleges increasingly looked to primary and secondary

education, and specifically to "manual training," to salvage the ideal of blending theory and

practicc, science and experience. One of the earliest and most articulate proponents of manual

training, Calvin Woodward of Washington University's Polytechnic School, came to recognize in

the 1870s that many of his students could not handle tools. He responded by introducing

compulsory shop instruction and by promoting the establishment of a manual mining high school.

His plans bore fiuit in 1880 with the opening of the St. Louis Manual Training School, the first

shop-oriented technical preparatory school in the nation.21

In contrast to the Worcester Free Institute, which sought to train engineers who could use

their hands, the St. Louis Manual Training High School meant to establish shop work as an integral

component of general, or liberal, education. An admirer of Ralph Waldo Emerson, Woodward

quoted Emerson's complaint that most schools and colleges condemned their students for ten to

fifteen years to memorize words, and then sent forth graduates who "do not know a thing." The

school's motto, The Cultured Mind, the Skillful Hand, stated Woodward's belief in Useful

Knowledge, specifically in the notion that education could achieve liberal and practical goals

a Charles R. Mann, A Study of Engineering Education. Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Tcaching, Bulletin #10 (New York, 1918): 24; 22-23.

a Calvin M. Woodward, The Manual Training School (New York, Arno Press, 1969),
pp. 3-5.
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simultaneously. It made no sense, he argued, to study physics and chemistry without the

experience of touching objects and without firsthand experience of mechanical processes?'

Woodward echoed the longstanding tenet of Useful Knowledge that "the good workman is

much less frequently reduced to want than those who live by their wites Justin Morrill had

praisei farmers in much the same terms: *They do not produce, vend or consume luxuries. They

hasten slowly, and go untouched by all epidemical speculations."" In the eyes of both men,

manual workers formed a saving remnant in a nadon where "the distant possibilities of affluence

through speculation or the shrewd management of the labor of others, the large salary or the

enormous fee of the occasional professional man draw the infatuated crowd as the song of the

fabled siren did the voyagers of okl."* As these comments indickte, moralism permeated the

manual training movement. Woodward insisted that manual training's purpose "is not to make

mechanics." Rather, the movement would restore respect for manual work and damcen the

"ambition to be rich," that ignoble propensity that turned the heads of middle-class, native-born

youmg people away from the manual trades and toward professional and mercantile careets.v

In Woodward's view, the popular desire for easy money was not the sole threat, for trade

unions exerted a "tyranny" over the workplace. Although a negligible oomponent of Uleful

Knowledge, hostility toward unions became a prominent feature of the manual training movement.

Advocates of manual training claimed that the unions deliberately restricted the supply of

apprentices and thus denied young people the opportunity to acquire skill on the job. In fact, the

issue of apprenticeship was more complex than Woodward, for one, allowed. Unions restricted

apprenticeship because they feared that the continued advance of machinery would turn apprentices

into unskilled child laborers. A surplus of juvenile workers would drive down the wages of adult

mechanics. By the 1870s, apprenticeship had become little more than a euphemism for child labor

in many indusries. Data compiled in the 1870s by Caned' Wright, Massachusetts's pioneering

commissioner of labor statistics, indicated that teenagers formed a very high proportion of workers

n Ibid., p. 76.

Ibid., p. 267.

Quoted in Kandel, Federal Aid for Vocational Education, p. 5.

* Woodward, The Manual Training School, p. 267.

27 Ibid.
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in factories and a low proportion in the crafts. Artisans who feared that they would become the

next victims of machinery had every reason to restrict the number of craft apprentices."

Manual mining paid little attention to the challenge payed by the introduction of machines.

The dozen or so manual training high schools established in the 1870s and 18801 were craft-

oriented rather than factory-oriented. They focused on carpentry, cabinetmaking, blacksmithing,

brick making, and masonry. rather than on machine repair, electrical witing, and the mechanics of

the air brake." This bias toward the traditional crafts was pracdcal as well AB idePlogical, for

changes in industrial technology were occuning too swiftly to be absorbed by schools. Few manual

training instnictors knew how to repair a typewriter or a Bonsack cigarette machine, a handful of

which could glut the market with cigarettes, and saw no point in teaching young people how to

tend new machines.

The craft-orientation of manual training reached its extremes in primary education. In 1887

Woodward declared that, for the first time, the vast membership of the National Education

Association was genuinely sympathetic to manual training." Motivated by the thought that urban

children knew nothing of natural processes, educators in the 1880s experimented with ways to

introduce simplified fonns of manual training into kindergartens and elementary schools. A system

of woodworking called sloyd enjoyed immense populaiity among public school educators. Devised

originally in Finland and widely employed throughout Scandinavia as a way to train the younger

generation to respect the handicraft traditions of peasant life, sloyd emphasized the fabrication of

a Joseph F. Kett, Rites of Passage: Adolescence in America, 1790-Present (New York, Basic
Books, 1977), pp. 146-47.

Jones, "The Continuation School," p. 96; U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Education, Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1887-1888 (Washington, D.C., 1889), pp. 923-
24. Despite their craft orientation, the manual training high schools established in the Gilded Age
do not appear to have produced very many craftsmen. Woodward's own study of the occupations
of graduates of the St. Louis Manual Training High School disclosed that 153 became bookkeepers:
100, merchants or manufacturers; 75, engineers; 44, salesmen or agents; 41, teachers; and 39,
lawyers. See Woodward, The Manual Training School, p. 223. Aside from the relatively large
number of graduates who became engineers, this distribution did not differ notably from that of
most high schools in the Gilded Age. Michael Sedlack's study of graduates of the Chicago Manual
Training School (private communication to author) revealed a similar pattern. Sedlack notes that an
institution founded to train machinists and draftsmen was employed by middle-class and higher
working-class families to launch their sons on professional career trajectories.

a Lewis F. Anderson, History of Manual and Industrial School Education (New York, D.
Appleton and Co., 1926), p. 176.
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useful and beautind objects out of wood. Boston's John Ordway, who is credited with bringing

sloyd to the attention of American educators, insisted that the knife was "the first Amdamental

tool.' Ordway's choice of words reveakiti sloyd's association with traditional handicraft and the

disposition of its backers to dogmatize a series of stages through which all children passed. Like

Froebelianisrn, another enthusiasm of nineteenth-century educators, sloyd demanded minute

observance of a sequence of developmental stages.

Although never divorced from economic objectives, manual training espoused essentially

educational and cultural aims. For tt y:. advocates of sloyd, workers west inappropriate teachers, for

only professional educators could be counted on to follow the system's precise and rigid sequence

of exercises. Not surprisingly, by 1900 manual training had acquired an unfortunate reputation

among proponents of vocational educadon

In sum, by the 1880s, engineering had absarbed the mechanic arts withal higher education,

while manual training on the primary and secondary level usually ignored industrial processes.

TECHNICAL INSTITUTES

During the second half of the nineteenth century, a small number of technical institutes

sprouted between the cracks of American education. Neither engineering colleges nor manual

training schools, the technical insdtutes included the Pratt Institute (1877), the Polytechnic Institute

of Brooklyn (1855), the evening school of Cooper Union (1859), the Drexel Institute (1891), and

the Carnegie Technical Schools of Pittsburgh (1905). To this list one might add the Ohio

Mechanics Institute, which originated as a mutual improvement society for artisans then gradually

evolved into a technical institute, and the Springfield (Massachusetts) Evening School of Trades

(1872). In contrast to engineering colleges, technical institutes offered one- or two-year courses that

did not lead to degrees. Whether they were day or evening schools, the technical institutes

functioned essentially as continuation schools: the great majority of their students had previous

work experience." For example. in 1902 tlu average age of students in the Springfield school was

23.7, and half of its students were over 24." Similarly, most of the teachers in technical institutes

" Ibid., pp. 186, 85-91.

12 William E. Wickenden, A Study of Technical Instinaes (Lancaster. Pa., Lancaster Press,
1931), pp. 1-47.

'3 Jones, "The Continuation School," p. 96.
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had industrial experfmce, whereas those in the manual training high schools did not. Finally,

unlike the engineering colleges, which presented students whit a vast muse of subjects, technical

institutes focused on upgrading *ills that individual students already poueued.

Technical institutes had little difficulty finding a niche for themselves. Throughout the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries or oloyers often complained that Ihe graduates of

engineering colleges were overqualified for th .. jobs available. In the 1920s, several surveys

indicated that the demand of manufactuters for employees with two years of postsecondary

education and with specific technical skills exceed xl the demand for graduates for four-year

colleges of engineering by a factor of between two and three,"

Nevertheless, the number of technical institutes grew much more slowly than that of

engineering colleges. In 1930 there were thiny-seven technical institutes in the United States,

competed to 150 engineering colleges; in that year, the technical institutes graduated 1,500 students,

compared to 9,000 engineering-college graduates." Additionally, technical institutes tended to

become engineering colleges. The day schools of the Drexel Institute, for example, began to grant

degtees in 1915. The Armour Institute in Chicago, which started in 1893 with both vocational and

collegiate departments, gradually discontinued the former. The Carnegie Technical Schools of

Pittsburgh, which originally included a School of Applied Science, a School for Apprentices and

Journeymen, a School of Applied Design, and a Vocational School for Women, were reorganized in

1915 into the Carnegie Institute of Technology, a degree-granting college."

Although demand for the services of their graduates exceeded the supply, technical institutes

never occupied more than a peripheral position in American education. Pan of the reason for their

marginality lay in the well-entrenched position of four-year colleges. In the 1850s, just before the

boom in engineering colleges, there were over two hundred colleges in the United States." The

proliferation of colleges in antebellum America made it easy for Americans to conclude that

engineering education could be annexed to colleges or universities. In contrast, in Britain, with its

Wickenden, A Study of Technical Institutes, pp. 49-71.

" Ibid., pp. 36-37.

" Ibid.

" Cohn B. Burke, American Collegiate Populations: A Test of the Traditional View (New
York, New Yolk University Press, 1982), pp. 16-17.
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handful of universities in 1850, technical institutes rather than universities dominated engineering

education in the late nineteenth century. In 1897, of the nearly 400,000 students attending Britain's

technical institutes, close to 300,000 attended in the evening.'

It was not only the preponderant college model that reduced the technical institutes, with

their stress on practical experience, to a suboldinate status in the United States. Between 1870 and

1890, American industry developed in ways that accorded higher prestige to broadly-trained college

graduateseither in engineering or the liberal ansthan to technicians with job-specific skills.

THE RISE OF CORPORATE MANAGEMENT

An unprecedented emphasis on the management of industrial processes characterized

American economic development after 1870. Favored by an ever-expending home muket,

American corporations introduced high-speed machinery in the 1870s and 1880s in the manufacture

of matches, cigarettes, and soap; in the refining of oil and the milling of flow; and in the
fabrication of a wide range of metal products. Whereas in Europe Wiled machinists made

company's product, their American counterpans were more likely .0 design or set up semiautomatic

machines for less-skilled workers to operate." In addition, American corporations were

distinguished by their integration of production and marketing functions and by marketing

innovations like chain stores and mail-order houses.' All of these developments increased the

demand for workers who could direct other workers. One study revealed that the number of
supervisors, administrators, and technical experts rose, as a percentage of all gainfully-employed

workers, from 1.25 in 1870 to 1.40 in 1880; 1.74 in 1890; 2.46 in 1900; 3.27 in 1910; and 3.60 in
1920.4'

21 Roderick C. Floud, "Technical Education and Economic Performance: Britain, 1850-1914,"
Albion 14 (1982): 153-71.

Robert R. Locke, The End of the Practical Man: Higher Education and the
Institutionalization of Entrepreneurial Performance in Germany. France, and Great Britain-1880-
1940 (Greenwich, Conn., JAI Press, 1984), chap. 3.

41' Alftrd D. Chandler, 7 he Visible Hand: The Managerial Revolution in American Business
(Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1977), pp. 209-39.

41 National Industrial Conference Board, Engineering Education and American Industry.
Special Report no. 25, n.p., 1923, p. 7.
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Revolutions in disnibudon and production encouraged new approaches to management.

Scientific factory managemem fint appeared in the metal-making industries. Factory owners

devised elaborate systems of routing materials in order to ensure the steady flow of raw materials

to workers. At first left to foremen and workers, the responsibility for routing was later shifted to

a separate class of clerks and timekeepers. In order to induce workers to accept the new

procedures for coordinating production, manufacturers devisal incendve systems, usually systems for

sharing with fommen and workers the profits resulting from mom effective scheduling and the fuller

use of machinery and plant4'

Taylorism

Fmderick Winslow Taylor, generally considered the father of scientific management, took

pan in the early discussions of factory management in the 1880c By 1895, when Taylor delivered

his first paper on what soon became known as scientific management, he had become a critic of

e)xisting pmflt-sharing plane Taylor identified two defects in the prevailing approach to factory

management. First, existing plans to reward workers for accelerated outpu were based on past

expedence, or a "usual" rate of production. Taylor maintained that the usual rate of work reflected

not what a single worker was capable of achieving but what the group of workers would allow.

He refused to accept the usual rate as scientific, insisting instead that a standard of time for any

task could be calculated by dme-and-modon studies. As Daniel Bell has noted, Taylor Died to

construct a kind of social physics: "once work was scientifically plotted. Taylor felt, there could be

no dispute about how hard one should work or the pay one should receive for labor."" Secondly,

Taylor concluded that an effecdve system of managemenx would not only reward workers who

exceeded the standard, but also punish the ones who came up short, by paying them a lower rate

per piece (the "differential piece rate").

As immense as Taylor's influence was, Taylorism neither impelled nor primarily guided the

growth of management. Given their preoccupation with industrial processes and the integration of

42 Chandler, Visible Hand, pp. 272-75.

42 Samuel Haber, Efficiency and Uplift: Scientific Managemeru in the Progressive Era,
1890-1920 (Odcago, University of Chicago Ness, 1973) chap. 1; Daniel Nelson,
Frederick W. Taylor and the R'se of Scientific Management (Madison, Univentity of Wisconsin
Press, 1980), chaps. 2 and 3.

44 Daniel Bell, "Work in the Life of America," in William Hab , et al.. Manpower in the
United States: Problems and Policies (New York, Harper and Row, 1954), p. 6.
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firncdons, Amesican corporations became 'Imager-intensive" of necessity. Indeed. Taylorism

proved irrelevant to many of the declaims that 0111011.31 had to make. Outran reflected more than

the smooth organization of work on the factory floor. It also depended on sales forecasts,

marketing analyses, and decisions about financing (whether to borrow, sell shares, or reinvest

profits).° Taylorism provided no &dance on these issues. Corporadons wanted managers who

could think broadly and flexibly, and by the 1890s they were increasingly turning toward colleges

and universities for managerial recruits.

The New Managers

Not all corporations rushed to hire graduatesHenry Ford, for example, preferred to recmit

his executives from the ranks of machine-shop technicians. Nevertheless, the trend toward hiring

graduates km managerial positions, evident in the 18901, accelerated between 1900 and 1930.° To

tap the business vein, many universities and colleges opened schools or departments of business.

There were seven such subdivisions in 1900. Business departments or schools were established in

25 institutions of higher education between 1900 art 1913; in 37 between 1914 end 1918; and in

117 between 1919 and 1924, a period marked by a "veritable craze" for higher business educadon."

Engineering graduates also veered into business. A survey conducted in the early 1920s by the

National Industrial Conference Board disclosed that, twenty-five years after graduation, more than

half of the graduates of selected engineering schools were no longer employed as engineers. The

authors of the survey surmised that the intimate relationship between engineering, especially

mechanical engineering, and "factory industry" induced many graduates to enter management.°

The Shape of Higher Professional and Vocational Education

Whether warranted or not, the belief that college graduates possessed the ability to think

broadly and to adapt to changing circumstances contributed to the expanding market for graduates

° Chandler, Visible Hand, p. 486; Locke, End of the Practical Man, pp. 93-95.

° Irvin 0. Wyllie, The Ser-Made Man in America: The Myth le Rags to Riches (New
Brunswick, N.J., Rutgers University Press, 1954), p. 108; David 0. Levine, The American College
and the Culture of Aspirations, 1915-1940 (Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 1986), chap. 3.

'7 James H. Bossard and J. Frederic Dewhurst, University Education for Business: A Study of
Existing Needs and Practices (Philadelphia. University of Pennsylvania Press, 1932), p. 253.

* Engineering Education and American Industry, pp. 15-16; LC. Marshall, ed., The
Collegiate School of Business: Its Status at the Close of the First Quarter of the nventieth
Century (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1928), p. 405.
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in the world of corporate enterprise. For their pan, colleges and universities reformed their

curricula so as to encourage flexible and adaptive modes of thought. The initial impulse xhind

this reform arose in law. In 1870 Dean C.C. Langdell introduced the "case method" at the Harvard

Law School. Langdell contended that law was a science, to be investigated by the analysis of

appellate decisions. This investigation would yield principles of law, much as laboratory

experiments revealed principles of physical motion or chemical reacdons. The cue method, which

subordinated mastery of precedents and statutes to analysis, purported to inculcate a mode of

thinking, rather than a body of knowledge, and it quickly became the darling of pmfessors at elite,

nationally-recognized law schools, those that in 1900 formed the American Association of Law

Schools (AALS). Where apprentices in law officesthe traditional centers of legal

educationlearned how to draft documents and mastered statutes and precedents peculiar to their

local jurisdictions, law graduates were expected no muter principles applicable to any raamber of

jurisdictions. By the second decade of the twentieth century the case method had become the

standard at leading university law schools.°

Corporation law proved an extremely attractive field for the graduates of nationally-

recognized law schools, the schools most likely to adopt the case method. Uriversity schools and

departments of business (hereafter collegiate business schools) also moved toward the case method,

but much more slowly than law schools. The claims of business as a subject of higher education

were cloudier than those of law, which had long been established as a learned profession. The

notion of higher education in business struck many late-nineteenth-century educators and business

people as an oxymoron. The seven collegiate business schools that existed in 1900 struggled to

define their mission and identity. They did so by restricting instruction in bookkeeping and other

"mere ans of the counting room" and by attempting instruction in a daunting range of business and

cultural activities. The four-year curriculum of the Wharton School of Finance and Economy

(1881) included subjects like English literature; logic; ethics; Roman history; the consdtutional

histories of Germany, Switzerland, and England; sociology; and the art of newspaper making. The

University of California's business school outdid Wharton's list of ftfty-two courses by offering

specialties like "economic botany," wild-animal products, fisheries, mining and mineral products,

and the decorative arts, as well as "the history of commerce in all countries and in every age.""

Robert B. Stevens, Law School: Legal Education in America from the 1850s to the 1980s
(Chapel Hill. University of North Carolina Press. 1983), pp. 177; 187. note 54; 18647, note 53.

" Edmund J. James, "Commercial Education," in Nichols M. Butler, ed., Monographs on
Education in the United States (Albany, N.Y., J.B. Lyon Co., 1904), pp. 38-39; 44-45.
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Collegiate business schools did not even begin to adopt the case method until the 1920s.

In the late nineteenth century, Edmund J. AMU and other proponents of higher businen education

sought to erect the new academic discipline on the krundation of booed liberal education. Their

efforts to distinguish higher business education from the "mere arts of the coundng room"

succeeded, but at a price. By embracing the model of Nil-lime sequendal education as a prelude to

practice, the collegiate business schools of the late nineteenth eennuy severely restricted their

growth. Only 528 students entolled in the Wharton school between 1892 and 1898 and, as noted,

only seven collegiate business schools were established before 1900. Yet many Americans

continued to view higher education for the pmfessions as a talisman that would open any door;

after 1900, colleges and universities invented ways to popularize higher vocational instruction in law

and business, most notably through evening colleges.

The Rise of the Evening College

The first decades of the twentieth century marked the golden age of the evening colleges,

especially in business and law. Many of the collegiate business schools established between 1900

and 1920 offered classes only in the evening. This was me, for example, of New York

University's School of Commerce, Accounts, and Finance and of Northwestern University's School

of Commerce. By 1917/1918 five tuban universidesthe universities of Pittsburgh and Cincinnati,

Boston University, NYU, and Northwestern (whose school of commerce was located in downtown

Chicago)--enmlled rive thousand evesung commerce students.m The evening schools of some of

these universities were their largest subdivisions, typically much larger than their day colleges of

liberal ans.

The rise of evening business colleges was closely tied to the development of accountancy as

an academic subject. Accountancy, a by-product of the industrial revolution, was especially relevant

to the corporate revolution. Unlike traditional bookkeepers, who recorded the profit vr loss from

each sale, accountants tackled the daunting task of assessing and classifying the costs of

industrialists, who purchased items that they did not sell and carried fixed costs that defied

traditional, double-entry bookkeepints The revolution in management that accompanied industrial

growth between 1870 and 1900 stimulated interest in cost accounting, as well as in other forms of

31 Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education Biennial Survey of Education, 1916-1918,
4 vols. (Washington, D.C., 1919) 3: 806, 814.

2 A.C. Linleton, Accounting Evolution to 1900 (New York, 1966), chap. 21.
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accounting made neceuary by the increasing sophistication of financial institutions. Accountants

were bent on distinguishing themeelves from the world's Bob Cratchfts, "mere bookkeepers," and

indsted that they be accorded professional status. Starting in New York in 1896, one state after

another began to regulate entry into the new profession of "coalfield" public accountancy by means

of examinations and licensing procedures. These regulations, in turn, propelled the womb of

evening business colleges. For example, New Yolk State entrusted the administration of its

accountancy examinations to New York University, whose commerce school functioned mainly to

prepare students for the state's accountancy examinadon.m

One of the Warns that floated around the business colleges in the early 1900s was that

those who knew accountancy could not teach it and those who could teach it did not know it.

Most accountancy teachers were moonlighting CPAs with at best dim nodcms of pedagogy, while

the students typically were young working adults in their mid-to-late twenties trying to qualify for

the new profession of accountancy." Neither students nor teachers conformed to the ideal image

that commerce deans had for their schools. Charles Waldo Haskins, dean of New York

University's School of Commerce, Accounts, and Finance, was, until his death in 1903, one of die

most prominent of the business educators. He maintained the "it will be conceded without

argument that banking educsdon has in mind the training for a calling or profession of men who

are not yet papered to engage acdvely in work." In reality, whediu they studied banking,

accountancy, or insurance, virtually all of those enrolled in the school Haskins headed already held

jobs.

Legal education also came to rely heavily on evening colleges. In 1889/1890 the nation's

nine night law schools had only 403 students, a third of the number (1,192 students) attending the

six full-time law schools. Both the number of law students and the ratio of part-dme to full-time

" Jeremiah Lockwood, "Early University Education in Accountancy," Accounting Review 13
(June, 1938); 141.

34 Ibid.. pp. 142-143.

15 Charles W. Haskins, Business Education and Accountancy (ed. by Frederick A. Cleveland,
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1904), pp. 59-60.
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students changed dramatically in the next four decades. By 1926, there were forty-flve thousand

law students, and of these nearly 60 percent attended part-dme, most of them only in the evening."

The history of these evening law schools reveals a grat deal about the fottes that were

impelling professional education in the early 1900s. Evening law students enrolled eider in

"mixed" schoolsschools that offered both day and evening classesor in exclusively evening

schools. Many of the mixed type of law schools were affiliated with universities, but the evening-

only variety were usually proprietary ventures, that is, fee-flnanced schools owned by their

professora Some of these began as outgrowths of classes in business law offered by proprietary

business schools or the Y.M.C.A. Others started as cram schools for the bar examinations." Still

others reflected the ambitions of individual practitioners to build local reputations. Neither the

American Bar Association nor the American Association of Law Schools could halt the spread of

these schools, mainly because sympathetic state legislatures kept chartering them, =powering them

to grant degrees.

In many ways, the evening law schools were genuine "people's colleges." They gave

working adults, often immigrants or the children or immigrants, an opportunity to qualify for a

learned profession. Vote-conscious legislators were disinclined to shut than down. For example,

in 1907, Gleason Archer, a student at Boston University's law school, started an evening law
school. Typically, one of his first students, a Norwegian house painter with a marginal command

of English, asked Archer, "Can you learn me anything?" After achieving some initial success,

Archer began a campaign in 1909 to obtain a charter from the Massachusetts legislature. Although

Archer vociferated about opposition from a Harvard-led "educadonal octopus" that sought to

frustrate him at every turn, he conceded that his real opposition came from a rival evening school,

the Y.M.C.A.'s law school in Boston (later the law school of Northeastern University), and not

from Harvard gentry. The Y.M.C.A. school had already secured degree-granting power and looked
upon Archer as an unwelcome rival. Benefitting from a Democratic party sweep in state elections,

* Alfred 1 Reed, Present-Day Law Schools in the United States and Canada. Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Bulletin no. 21 (New York, 1928); 121; 120.

" Ibid., pp. 98-99, note 2.
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Archer finally won his charter in 1914. Enrollment in what was now the Suffolk School of Law

immediately increased fivefold."

Yet there were limits to the extent to which the collegiate model could be sretched to meet

popular aspirations for higher vocational and profusional education. Even in the fields cf law and

business, where evening colleges sank room these institutions faced opposition bum professional

elites. In the 1920s, collegiate business schools, which had commenced in the 1880s and 1890s on

the day track, then switched onto the evening track between 1900 and the 1920., moved back to

day instzuction. For example, NYU started an undergraduate day school of commerce in 1912,

while Northwestern opened its undergraduate day college on its Evanston campus in 1919.s Both

institutions continued to offer evening classes. In fact, in the 1920., Northwestern's evening

business school in Chicago attracted ten times as many students as its undergraduate college in

Evanston. Nevertheless, the trend was clear. By 1931, a leading authority on business schools

could describe the collegiate commercial day course as "the basic developmmt," the "one implied

ordin.vily" when one spoke of a collegiate school of busineu." To university presidents and

business school deans, the evening colleges were open to the fatal objection that their students

never graduated." Indeed, most evening students attended busineas schools to prepare for the CPA

examinations. Deans of the collegiate business schools could not reconcile the realities of evening

colleges with the ideal of a professional school as a comprehensive preparation for practice. By the

1930s, evening law schools were in decline, victims of the depression. While the elite law schools

more than held their own, the proprietary law schools experienced a drastic slump in enrollmmts.

s Gleason Archer, The Educational Octopus: A Fearless Portrayal of Men and Events in the
Old Bay State, 1906-1915 (Boston, Privately Printed, 1915), pp. 20, 267.

s Michael W. Sedlack and Harold F. Williamson, The Evolution of Managerial Education: A
Hine, of the Northwestern University IL. Kellogg Graduate School cf Management, 1908-1983
(Urbana, University of Illinois Press, 1983), pp. 23, 29.

I° Bossard and Dewhurst, University Education for Business, p. 258.

s Collegiate business schools resorted to various ploys to induce their evening students to
secure degrees (or reasonable facsimiles). New York University, for example, awarded academic
credit for work experience. See Theodore R. Jones. ed., New York University, 1832-1932 (New
York, New York University Press, 1933), p. 369.
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As the demand for lawyers shnmk, fewer students were willing to undergo the onkel of securing

law degrees at night.°

Extension Education

Even during the golden age of evening colleges, colleges and universities made no effon, or

inadequate ones, to satisfy the demand for higher vocational education in a wide range of fields.

Evening irsuuction flourished for a period in business education, because business faculties were

insecure and needed the bock door to university status that evening colleges provide& In general.

the better established a collegiate faculty, the less attention it paid to evening instruction. The

medical ptofession, which raised its standards much more swiftly than did the legal profession,

ignored evening instruction and succeeded well before 1930 in driving most of the ptoprietary

schools out of business. Similarly, engineering faculdesin 1900, much better established than

business school facultiespaid relatively little attention to engineering extension in the form of off-

campus lectures and correspondence courses in the mechanic arts.

One exception was the University of Wisconsin, which originally organized its extension

division around engineering. The first director cf Wisconsin's extension division, Louis Reber, was

a professional engineer whom Wisconsin hired away from Pennsylvania State University's school of

engineering. Reber and his colleague William Lighty, who headed Wisconsin's division of

correspondence education, forged into the field of engineering extension in the decade before World

War I. But they found the engineering faculty of the urdversity slow to follow. Engineering

professors were aghast that courses in plumbing and auto mechanics were being offered under the

auspices of the university and preferred to concentrate on their own undergraduate students. By

1920, Wisconsin's extension division no longer accorded priority to engineering.°

The attitudes of engineering faculties were not the sole factor in turning interest away from

engineering extension. By 1920, the land-grant colleges had devised alternative ways to raise their

public profiles. First, starting in the mid-1880s, the land-grant institutions commenced experiments

Stevens. Law School, pp. 177; 187, note 54; 186-87, note 53; Joseph T. Tinnelly, Part-Tim
Legal Education: A Study of the Problems of Evening Law Schools (Btooklyn, Foundation Press,
1957), p. 25.

Frederick M. Rosensueter, The Boundaries of the Campus: A History of the University of
Wisconsin Extension Division, 1885-1945 (Madison, University of Wisconsin Press, 1957),
pp. 72-74; B. G. Mott, 'The History and Development of Engineering Extension," Proceedings of
the National University Extension Association, 1923, p. 80.
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with off-campus "farmers' insdtutel ." Lasting up to a week, these inititutes consisted of lectures by

professors of aponomy conducted for the benefit of local farmers. The institutu quickly became

popular and helped the land-grant colleges to deflect cridcisin for their failure to attract students to

their campus courses in agricultute. Indeed, deflecting public criticism was among their chief

objectives. The University of Wisconsin, for example, latmched its farmers' institutes in the mid-

1880s, in direct response to legislative threats to close the agricultural college on the Madison

campus and to establish an independent agricultural college."

By 1914, agricultural extension had nrceived an additional boost from the so-called Fanners

Coopemtive Demonstration Work. Seaman A. Knapp, an employee of the United States Depamnent

of Agriculture, began his experiments with demonstrations in Texas in 1902. Knapp contracted

with local farmers to allow him to try his methods on a mection of their land. All the fanner had

to do was to observe the results and adapt Knapp's methods. Knapp had no interest in educating

farmers to become agricultural scientists. He claimed not to care whether farmers planted by the

cycles of the moon, as long as they tzied his methods. A contemporary aptly characterized the

demonstration method as "ridiculously simple," a quality that made the land-grant colleges reluctant

to embrace demonstration work. Gradually, however, state universities absorbed Knapp's methods

into their expanding programs of agricultural extension. In 1914, Congress recognized the popular

success of agricultural extension by passing the Smith-Lever Act, which established the Agricultural

Extension Service under the joint administration of the land-grant colleges and the United States

Depamnent of Agriculture."

Another factor that drew attention away from engineering extension was the crowding of

extension courses by teachers in search of degree credits. The dramatic growth of public high

school enrollmentsfrom a quarter of a million in 1890 to nearly four million by 1926created a

vast number of new teaching and supervisory positions and r ked a movement to raioe the

standards of the teaching profession. Teachers felt moundng pressure to obtain degrees, Ind

between 1890 and 1930 most of the nation's normal schools wete upgraded from secondary schools

6' Roy V. Scott, The Reluctant Farmer: The Rise of 12ricultural Extension to 1914 (Urbana,
University cf Illinois Press, 1970), pp. 76-92.

Rodney Cline, The Life and Work of Seaman A. Knapp (Nashville, Goerge Peabody College
of Teachers, 1936); Scott, Reluctant Farmer, pp. 206-313.
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to teachers' colleges.. At the same time, touchers who lacked degrees flocked into simmer

sessions and extension courses. In 1927, Columbia University's sumer session enrolled 13.500

students, a number that exceeded Cohanbia's enrollment during the regular academic year.°

Nationally, the number of summer students tripled in the decade after 1917.° While not el

summer students were teacheis, teachers comprised a higher proportion of summer snide= then

than now. Furthermore, by the mid-1920s, teachers also comprised fUlly 60 percent of the nation's

university extension students.°

Deluged by teachers in quest of degree credits, extension divvions had little incentive to

devise experiments to Teach the mass of people through vocational education. Indeed, by 1930, the

era of experimentation that saw universities attempt to reach the public through engineering

extension courses and through evening business colleges was passing. Agricultural extension had

silenced legislative criticism of the land-grant colleges, and the hordes of teachers in summer

sessions and extension courses undermined experimentatice of any sort, for unlike the auto

mechanics and plumbers in engineering extension courses, teachers desired exact replicas of the

universities' regular course offerings.

PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The main burst of university support for popular vocational education occurred between

1900 and 1930. Throughout this period, universities focused mainly on established professions like

law and on occupadons that were making claims to professional status, including accounting,

engineering, and teaching. With the exception of their foray into popular mechanics under the

banner of engineering extension, universides usually avoided the "trades," As late as 1890, few

contemporaries suspected the presence of widesptead demand for vocational instruction in routine

office or factory tasks. Public school educators condnued to reverence manual training, which

studiously distanced itself from mere trade training. Traditionally, most ordinary vocational skills

had been learned on the job rather than in schools, andaside from the small number of manual

" Jessie M. Pangbum, The Evolution of the American Teachers College (New York, Columbia
University Press, 1932), p. 41.

"Summer Schools; An Adverse View," School and Society (December 10, 1927): 733.

s From 78,059 in 1917/1918 to 239,570 in 1927/1928. These ewes are derived from the
U.S. Bureau of Education's biennial surveys of education.

Alfred L. Hall-Quest, The University Afield (New Yort, Macmillan Co., 1926), pp. 125-26.
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training high schools and technical inuitutesfew insdtutions of formal education addressed

vocational education for the multitude.

By 1920, this situation had changed. Vocational education that embraced both the

commercial and technical fields had become a crusade among public school educators and had

scored a major victory with the passage, in 1917, of the Smith-Hughes Act. The relatively sudden

emergence after 1900 of vocationalism in public education raises two basic questions: why did it

occur at all, and how did it relate to the simultaneous development of vocational education within

universities? The WNW to these queries lies partly in the growth of proprietary schools in the

1880s and 1890s, for it was this growth that convinced public school educators that a mass demand

existed for vocational insttuction.

Correspondence Education

Proprietary law schools like Gleason Archer's snuggling enterprise formed no more than the
tip of an iceberg. The vast majority of the ploprietary schools that sprouted in the 1880s and

1890s did not offer professional education, but they did devise innovative techniques for popular

education, including insuuction by mail. Appropriately, the largest of all the proprietary schools

was also a pioneer in correspondence educadon. Originating in a column in a mining paper in

Shenandoah, Pennsylvania, in the 1880s, the International Correspondence Schools of Scranton

became a colossal enterprise by the early 1900s, with one hundred thousand new students enrolling

each year. By 1910, the cumulative enrollments of ICS stood at one million and by 1930 at over
four million.'°

Although ICS developed courses in advertising and other commercial subjects, technical

education was its forte. Unlike the engineering colleges, ICS did not claim to offer comprehensive

technical instruction to individual students. Rather, ICS was conducted like a factory, specifically a

factory organized along Taylorite lines. Like a Taylorite factory, with its systematic subdivision of

job tasks, ICS displayed a near mania for subdividing its courses. A letter or combination of letters

identified each course. The letter N, for example, signified Sanitary Plumbing and Gas-Fining; NA,

Full Mining; NB, Complete Coal Mining; NC, Metal Mining; NF, Short Coal Mining; NH, Metal

Prospecting; NI, Complete Metallurgy; NJ, Hydro Metallurgy; NK, Smelting; NL, Milling; and NN,

70 Stuart Chase, "Job Improvement, Inc.", Fortune 7 (June, 1933): 66-67; J.J. Clark, "The
Correspondence SchoolIts Relation to Technical Educadon and Some of Its Results," Science, n.s.
24 (September 14, 1906): 328.
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Ocean Navigation?' All of this gave ICS the aspect of an educational automat: students paid their

fee and consumed whatever they chose.

Specialization was not the only link between ICS and Taylorism. As David Montgomery

has noted, a bias against worker autonomy permeated Tay lotism. For scientific management to

succeed, the control traditionally exercised by workers over the scheduling of tasks on the shop

floor had to be broken. Tay!or himself spoke enthusiastically of the piospect of "enforced

standardization of methods, enforced adoption of the best implements and woiting conditions, and

enforced cooperation of all the employees under management's detailed direction."72

As their application to the railroad industry illustrates. ICS's methods were highly

compatible with Taylor's objectives. Among the first industries to employ Walled middle- and top-

level managers, the railroads by 1860 had cleated organizational methods that other indugries would

imitate alter 1870. In addition, by 1890 the subdivision of manual tasks had come to characterize

routine work in the industry. J. Shirley Eaton, a leading authority on education in the industry,

wrote in 1909 that "the area of skill which was formerly called a trade has been cut up into minute

subdivisions, some of which can be learned in a very short time, and do not require the maturity

and breadth of view in the operator which the trade as a whole required."" Although this

subdivision of tasks could be raised as an argument wing vocational education, since there was

little to learn, railroads often stalled vocational schools and cooperated with correspondence schools

such as ICS and the School of Railway Signaling in Utica. For example, railroads referred

employees to correspondence courses, deducted tuition fees from paychecks, and used enrollment in

correspondence courses as a basis for_promotion."

71 The I.C.S. System of Instruction by Mail (Scranton, International Correspondence Stilools,
1905). By 1910, over two hundred proprietary correspondence schools offered instruction in an
astonishing range of topics from biblical prophecy to agriculture. See Frank H. Palmer,
"Correspondence Schools," Education 31 (September, 1910): 47-52; Lee Galloway,
"Correspondence School Instruction by Non-Academic Institutions," Annals of the American
Academy of Political & Social Science 67 (September, 1916): 202-217.

n Quoted in David Montgomery, "Workers' Control of Machine Production in the Nineteenth
Century," in Montgomery, Workers' Control in America: Studies in the History of Work,
Technology, and Labor Struggles (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1979), p. 26.

73 J. Shirley Eaton, "Education for Efficiency in the Railroad Service,* Deparunent of the
Interior, Bureau of Elucation, Bulletin, 1909 no. 10 (Washington, D.C., 1909): 22.

74 Ibid., p 38.
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Several features of correspondence schools made them attractive to employers. Pint, they

shifted the costs of training woriters ftom managemat to the workers themselves. Second,

correspondence schools provided job-specific training. Eaton described correspondence school

methods as "definite, specific, even arbitrary, never speculative:

A principle is stated in no more general terms than may be necessary to embrace all its
phases in the limited area of the particular course where it occurs. A special skill has been
developed in opening up subjects to untrained mbds by simple description, definition, and
diagram. Me avowed purpose is to fit the worker to a standard mold.%

The general superintendent of the Union Pacific Railroad praised the correspondence method on

similar grounds. Describing the continuation school staned by the Union Pacific in 1909, a school

that employed the correspondence method, he praised the school for "teaching only that which is

applicable to railroads, and particularly to the Union Pacific, using our standards, rules, and

specifications."%

Correspondence schools provided a way to train workers that was beyond the reach of

employees who were inclined to resist management's incursions into the practices of the shop. No

longer did railroads or other industries have to rely on older workers to break in the younger ones,

a practice that invited "soldiering," or setting the standard of work at an easily attainable level. In

addition, conespondence education benetined horn its relative invisibility. During the 1880s, some

railroads had armed so-called apprenticeship schoolsschools situated on the shop floor but

expressing management's training priorities, including shorter periods of apprenticeship. These

schools were open to the objection, Eaton recognized, that "the competitive earning power of the

present journeymen in the trade would be jeopardized. It would be the same effect ait the

disorganization following on the introduction of a labor-saving macItine."" Correspondence schools,

on the other hand, did not overtly challenge the veterans' control of the shop floor. At the same

time, ICS gave young workers a way to ally themselves with management and to skirt the veterans'

resuicdve practices. While threatening long-standing shop practices, ICS's methods could be

% Ibid., p. 89.

% Quoted in ibid., p. 96.

" Ibid., p. 20.
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advantageous to those young worken who perceived those practices as a bar to advurcement. The

primary constituency of ICS was composed of young men between the ages of 23 and 27. As

Eaton noted, the interests of the older and younger workers were by no means identical; shop

practices that restricted the number of apprentices and rewarded seniority also penalized

youthfulness."

One additional source of ICS's appeal bean noting: its attractiveness to native-bom

waters. As immigrant artisans, especially those from eastern and southern Europe, moved into the

manual trades in the late nineteenth century, native-born workers either sought to enter non-manual

trades or to upgrade their skills within manual trades. The lists of its students that ICS

occasionally published showed an overwhelming predominance of English names. The list

published in 1905, for example, contained only 11 Irish names out of 186 in Boston, 12 Italian or

east European names out of over 1,200 in New York Oty, and fewer than 15 Slavic names out of

just under 1,200 students in Oricago. ICS seems to have attracted primarily native-born workers

who saw the need for more education but who could not afford the opportunity costs of prolonged

formal schooling:"

Proprietary Classroom Education

Even before ICS carne on the scene, proprietary schools had invaded the field of

commercial education. The first private commercial schools had sprung up in die 1850s and served

adult students in evening classes. but, by the 1880s, private day schools, which took students

directly from secondary schools, dominated commercial education. The classroom fotmat of these

schools proved fu more compatible with commercial than with technical education, mainly because

commerce encompassed a far more comparable range of skills. In contrast, instluction by mall WU

ideally suited to the diversity of technical skills. Most private business schools could attract

students by offering no more than bookkeeping, commercial arithmetic, penmanship, shorthand,

andfollowing the successful marketing of the typewriter in the mid-1870styping. Between 1871

and 1892, enrollments in these schools leaped from just under 6,500 to over 90,000 students.

Although most students attended during the day, the proportion of evening students rose in the

" On the age of I.C.S.'s indents, see The I.CS. System of Instruction by Mail, preface; on
shop practices, see Eaton, "Education for Efficiency in the Railroad Service," p. 21.

' The I.CS. System of Instruction by Mail.
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early 1900s until, by 1916, evening students accounted for a third of the enrollments of ptoprietary

business schools.°

Although rags-to-ridies themes resotmded in die advertising of prclaietary business schools,

advertising alone did not account for their growth. Indeed, even when they did not advertise, they

attracted students. For example, in the 1880. and 18901, die Y.M.C.A4 evening schools were so

successful in drawing students to their commercial add technical causes, that the Association's

embarrassed leaders, still wedded to the ideal of self-culnue, tried to downplay the fact. Rather

than advertising, it was the growing prominence of office work in die late-nineteenth-century

economy that shaped demand. Office work continued to gain in importance between 1910 and

1930. The University of Chicago economist Paul Douglas estimated that the ratio of clerical

workers to all workers in manufacturing chopped from one in thirteen in the decade 1890-1899 to

one in seven by 1924." Douglas noted that subdivision of tasks and specialization accounted for

much of this change. Few manufacnuers hi the 1890s thought of keeping complete records of their

costs: efficiency experts were only starting to grasp the complexity of calculating costs in large

manufacturing enterprises. By the 1921*, however, manufacturers employed huge staffs merely to

keep records. Similarly, a sales department in the 1890s typically contained a sales manager, sales

personnel, and a stenographer. By the 1921*, it was unusual to find die sales department of a

sizable business that did not engage in motet analysis or employ complex plans to reward its

salespeople for meedng quotas."

Although salaried workers continued to be paid more than wage earners in manufacturing in

the 1920s, the relative advantage of the salaried workers shnink between ttc 1891* and the 1920s.

Douglas calculated that the real earnings of wage earners in manufacraing rose 28 percent between

1890-1899 and 1924, while those of salaried workers in manufacturing rose only 2 percent." This

relative shrinkage of the salaried workers' advantage reflected several factors: the steady trend

toward the subdivision of tasks and consequent reductions in skill levels; the movement of women

Janice Weiss, "Education for Clerical Work: The Nineteenth Century Private Commercial
School," Journal of Social History 14 (Spring, 1981): 411.

" Paul H. Douglas, "What Is Happening to the White-Collar Job Market?" System: The
Magazine of Business (December, 1926): 720-21.

" Ibid., p. 720.

" Ibid., p. 720.
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tato the clerical wott force; and the success of the ptoprietary schools in matching supply to

demand. To a degree, all of these factors were related. Although some of the propeletary schools

called themselves colleges, their basic Amction wu to train workers for entry-level positions. The

principal chuge that occurred in proprietary schools between 1900 and 1925 wm the rising

proportion of studenu in their stenography courses; a federal report in 1918 did little more than

compare the different types of shorthand taught by proprietary 'drools." The prominence of

stenography coincided with the rising empotdon of women in proprietary schools. Prom a third at

the stan of the century, the proportion of women rose to 40-49 percent between 1910 and 1916.

By 1924, there woe nearly twice as many women enrolled as men,"

CORPORATION SCHOOLS

Whether training men or women, proprietary schools provided a nanvwly vocational type of

education. Indeed, narrow vocationalism was the reigning spirit of the day. It permeated

commercial no less than technical education and it revealed itself in the movement for corporation

schools as well as in the proprietary schools. In 1914, a number of leading businemmen

established the National Association of Corporation Schools: "Everywhere," a journalist proclaimed,

"there is a new alliance between education and industry and between the commotion and the

commtmity.""

Several motives inspired the mown= for corporation schools, including the growth of

corporate paternalism between 1900 and 1920. Companies with profit-sharing plans, employee

health plans, and provisions for paid vacations proved especially responsive to the idea of

corporation schools. But the most striking feature of these schools was their sttess on the

inculcation of specialized knowledge, knowledge that was company-specific as well as job-specific.

Like paternalism, specialization appealed to corporate executives as a way to tie workers to their

employers and reduce labor turnover. One of the pioneers of =potation schools, National Cash

Register's John H. Patterson, often claimed that sales forces were made rather than born. Patterson

" U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education, Biennial Survey of Education, 1916-
1918, Bulletin, 1919 no. 91 (Washington, D.C., 1921): 416-28.

Is Ibid., p. 389; see also I.O. Melon, "Commercial Education," U.S. Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Education, Biennial Survey of Education, 1924-1926, Bulletin, 1928 no. 25
(Washingta% D.C., 1928): 252.

" Dmuld Wilhelm, "The 'Big Business Man' as a Social Worker: A Series of Personal
Portraits, MDr. Steimnetz of the General Electric Company," Outlook 108 (September-December,
1914): 499.
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flatly rejected die idea that fast talkers were necessarily die best salespeople. Rather. he

emphasized training salespeople to analyze a prospective client's business in order to identify the

need for a cash register. One of NCR's slogans claimed that °dime is in every company store a

need which, when uncovered, will lead to the sale of a National cash register." Viewing effecdve

selling as a technique that nearly anyone could master, Patterson constructed mode! butcher, drug.

and grocery stores, complete with dummy merchandise, No that students of soles teclmiques could

learn in realistic settings. His emphasis on specialization even followed the graduates of his

schools: he refused to allow his salespeople to carry sciewdrivers on their trips, lest their tinkering

with broken registers distract them from selling. Instead, he established a special school for

repairmen."

In one respect, Patterson was a hale behind die times, for by World War I many

corporations had developed elaborate tests to evaluate the aptiurdes of workers, thereby ensuring

themselves a teachable work force. As die following sample indicates, one aptitude in demand was

an ability to read quickly and to follow instructions unquestioningly:

Do what it says as quickly as you can, but be careful to note just what it does say.

With your pencil make a dot over any one of these lettenF.G.H.U. and a comma
after the longest of these throe words: boy mother girl. Then, if Ouistmas canes in
March, make a cross right here . . . but if not, pus along to the next quesdon, and tell
where the sun dies. . . . If you believe that Edison discovered America, cross out what
you just wrote, but if it was someone else, put in a number to complete this sentence. 'A
hone had . . . feet.' Write, yes, no matter whether China is in Africa or not .; and then
give a wrong answer to this quesdon: 'How many days are there in the week?' . . . Write
any letter except g just after this comma, . . . and then write no if 2 times 5 are 10 . . . .
Now if Tuesday came after Monday, make two cosies here . . . , but if not, make a circle
here . . . or else a square here. . . . Be sure to make three closses between these two
names of boys: George . . Henry."

27 Isaac Marcossen, Wherever Men Trade: The Romance of the Cash Register (New York,
Dodd, Mud, and Co., 1948), pp. 30-39; chap. 5; see also F.C. Henderschott, "Corporation
Schools," Independent (March 6. 1913): 519-230 Taylor, it should be nowl, disapproved of
Patterson's corporate paternalism, or "labor reform," and maintained that *the establishtnent of the
semi-philanthropic schemes should follow instead of preceding the solution of the wages question";
quoted in Nelson. Frederick W. Taylor and the Rise of Scientfic Management, p. 119.

s Lee Galloway, Office Management (New York, Ronald Press, 1918), p. 451. This test may
have been an adaptation of the famous alpha series tests administered by the U.S. Army to draftees
in World War L For example. hem 5 of alpha test 1 reads: "If taps sound kr the evening, then
put a cross in the first circle; if not, draw a line wider the word NO." See Carl C. Brigham, A
Study of American Intelligence (foreword by Robert M. Yerkes. Princeton, NJ., Princeton University
Press, 1923), pp. 3-4.
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Proprietary and corporation schools intersected vocational education in higher education at

several points. The popular success of the proprietary schools helped to persuade university

extensice officials to experiment with vocadonal extension courses. In the 1890s, several

universities had launched ambitious programs of off-campus lectures in fields like bistory, literature,

and economics. The shift of universities toward vocational extension in the early 19001 reflected

both the failure of extension courses in academic subjects to draw enough students and the presence

of an altemativevocationalismwhose lure had been demonstrated by the proprietary schools.

University extension divisions used the courses and advertising techniques of ICS and other

correspondence schools as models for their own correspondence courses.. In the field of law,

university evening schools competed with proprietary schools for students. In sane instances,

universities absorbed proprietary law schools, purchasing their facilities and hiring their faculties.%

On balance, however, higher education ultimately Ws able to distinguish its version of

vocadonalism by emphasizing a more analytical approach than that of the proptietary schools. The

inability of university extension to loosen ICS's grip on the market for popular technical instruction,

the steady flow of credit-seeking schoolteachers into summer and extension courses, the

development of accountancy as an academic subject, and the continuing expansion of undergraduate

enrollments between 1890 and 1930-411 of these factors combined to elevate university

vocationalism over the proprietary variety.

Although proprietary schools failed in the long tun to influence univendties, both proprietary

and corporation schools had a profound impact on the shape of public school vocationalism.

Reber made a study of I.C.S.'s methods, while Lighty, impersonating a prospective student,
frequently wrote to proprietary correspondence schools in order to gain access to their syllabi and
instructional methods. See Edward M. Hyans to Lighty, July 22, 1908, and Walton Jrnes to
Lighty. December 4, 1908. Lighty Papers, University of Wisconsin. Reber's candid aamission that
he imitated proprietary commercial conespondence schools spatted criticism from those who uw
university extension as an expression of high idealism. See Rosenstreter, Boundaries qf the
Campus, p. 69.

Stevens, Law School, pp. 77-78.
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TECHNICAL TRAINING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Before 1900, few public whool educators paid much anendon to trade training, which had

associations with Eutope, class divisions, and social stratification. With its promise of dignifying

labor, the mamtal training movement seemed more in UM with American ideals. Manual training,

especially on the elementary school level, had the added advantage of being rdadvely cheap, while

trade training carried several unwelcome expenses. First, trade training requited many different

kinds of equipment, including Annear nd engines. Although a score of trade training schools

were established in the 1880$ and garb 48901 in or near American cities, many of these, including

the New York Trade School: the Rindge School in Cambridge, Massachusetts; and the Williamson

Free School of the Mechanical Trades (near Philadelphia) were endowed by philanthropists.

Second, the conclusion seemed inescapable that trade training would have to take place in

secondary schools, whose oppommity costs put them beyond the reach of most young people.

In =WM between 1906 and 1917 a movement for mass trade training swept across the

educational landscape of the United States. To secure eupport for "real" vocational education (as

opposed to manual training), prominent educators allied with businesamen and reformers to found

the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education (NSPIE) in 1906. The NSPIE, later

the National Society for Vocational Education, lobbied vigorously for federal aid to education in the

public schools, decisively influenced the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, and dominated the

Federal Board for Vocational Education, which administered the new law.

The NSPIE brought together strange bedfellows, including business people from the National

Association of Manufacturers, settlement-house workers, principals of trade training schools, a

sprinkling of labor leaders, and a dedicated core of public school educatots. As befitted so diverse

a membership, the NSPIE's constituents came to the organization with conflicting agendas. Labor

leaders, for example, had long opposed trade training schools as schools for strikebreakers, but they

had gradually warmed to the idea of vocational education as a way to keep young people off the

labor market. Business leaders, concerned about America's declining international competitiveness,

saw trade training as a way to enhance productivity. Some of the settlement-house workers and

reformers remained attached to manual training. But for all of its diversity, the NSPIE quickly

developed a clear goal: the advocacy of federal aid to vocational education conducted in separate

trade schools. Its dominant motif became efficiency in education.

The direction taken by the NSPIE owed a great deal to Charles Prosser, a veteran school

administrator who effectively authored the Smith-Hughes, Act, and to David Sneddes, a former
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school supedraendern who taught education at Stanford and Coltunbia before becoming

Massachusetts's commissioner of education in 1909. When John Dewey believed in %wing the

practical experiences of the child as a basis lbr a broad comprehension of industrial processes,

Prosser and Snedden championed the gospel of "social efftdency" and advocated federal aid for
job-specific training conducted in separate vocational schools.

Prosser and Snedden recognized that the growth of proprietary coneapondence schools

revealed the fellure of public educadon to meet a vast popular demand for trade training. The

correspondencc %tools had made it clear that this demand was for entry-level and job-specific

skills. Even the most zealous advocates of Usend Knowledge rarely had contended that schools

should teach the operations of the ordinary trades. But various considerations persuaded Prosser

and Snedden that Moots both could and should offer such instruction. Both men saw vocational

educadon as a way to attract nadve-bom young people back into the manual trades and thus a:duce

the relative importance of immigrants in the mutual labor force. Inaonuch as immigrants were

often blamed for strikes and the spread of socialist ideas, the public benefits of vocational educatior,

seemed obvious to Prosser and Snedden. The very act of teaching trades in public schools would
enhance the dignity of the occupations and draw native-born young people into them. The United
States Commissioner of Education observed in 1916 that, for a trade to be taught in a school, it
had to be reduced to principles. If there were principles to teach, then even the work of shop

assistants would be elevated to the status of a skilled occupation. Vocational educators expected

the schools to raise the prestige of the trades in much the same way that formal professional

schooling had enhanced the status of the legal and medical professions.'"

The discussions of principles raised a key issue: what principles informed ordinary trades
in an age of specializadon? Prosser and Snedden responded by attacking various connotations of
"skill" and "principles." At times they and their followers argued that, under modern conditions, all

occupations were becoming more like the professions. Meyer Bloomfield, a leader in the

movement for vocational guidance in the schools, affirmed that business people were now

"commercial engineers," less concemed with haggling over prices than with ensuring the swift and

inexpensive flow of merchandise to consumers. Yet Prosser and Snedden also used "skill" in the

" Joseph F. Ken, "The Adolescence of Vocational Education," in Harvey Kantor and
David B. Tyack, eds., Work, Youth, and Schooling: Historical Perspectives on Vocationalism in
American Education (Stanford, Stanford University PfeSS, 1982), pp. 86-89. Harvey A. Kantor,
Learning to Earn: School, Work, and Vocational &form in California, 1880-1930 (Madison,
University of Wisconsio Press, 1988), pp. 27-30.
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Taylorite sense of any body of organized knowledge, and therefore insisted that even warmly

unskilled jobs called for skilL Taylor himself had made famous the eumple of pig-iron handle's.

He conceded that pig-iron handling did not call fOr any skill at all, in the conventional sense. A

handler merely picked up a piece of iron and carried it from one pile to mother. According to

Taylor, an intelligent gorilla could perform the job as ably as a handler. Yet Taylor's own

experiments at Bethlehem Steel had increased the productivity of pig-iron handlers by determining

the optimum daily distribution between work and rest periods.*

Given their conception of skill, Prosser and Snedden naturally gravitated to a type of
vocadonal education that was both job-specific and job-based. Condnuation schools, which allowed

teenagers to alternate between school and work, seemed to them the ideal vehicle for their

objectives. The Smith-Hughes Act stipulated that ome-third of federal hods Imad to be allocated to

continuation schools, and enrollments in continuation schools spurted wider the new law. From the
standpoint of Prosier and Snedden, continuation schools had many advantages. Such schools dealt

directly with what most educators recognizeo as the critical age and economic group: those

between fourteen and sixteen who could not afford the opportunity costs of full-time schooling.

The continuation model also promised to blunt the impact of advocates of manual training, whom

Prosser and Snedden viewed as bent on sacrificing real vocational education to airy abstractions.

Students in continuation schools spent only four to eight hours a week in the classroom, the rest on

the job, where they were instructed by workers. The growth of corporation schools persuaded

Prosser and Snedden that business was their natural ally, just as the success of ICS demonstrated

that any broadly-based program of vocational training had to reduce the opportunity costs of
education."

The philosophy behind the Smith-Hughes Act took shape before the United States entered

World War I, but the war gave vocational educators their moment in the sun. The federal
government supported a massive training program for workers in war industries. The government

required precisely what the NSPIE had been advocating: programs that promised the swift training
of workers for job-specific tasks For example, during the war, Charles R. Allen, 3 prominent

NSPIE official, supervised the training of shipyard instructors under the auspices of the Emergency

12 Nelson, Frederick W. Taylor and the Rise of Scientec Management, pp. 92-95.

" William O'Leary and Charles A. Prosser, "Shon Unit Courses for Wage Earners and a
Factory School Experiment." U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin no. 159
(Washington, D.C., 1915).
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Fleet Cbrporation of the United States Shipping Board. According to ABM the only alcleot.---thst

is, quickway to train waters was to entmst their education to skilled workers. To accomplish

this, the wodter-insuuctors themselves had to be taught m analyze and subdivide their jobs into

multiple tasks, each of which could then be tmaght to new workers. The most efficient training was

the most narrow. Allen thought it inadvisable to teach any woster more then necessary to

accomplish the task. "Under good instructional conditions," be wrote, "the industrial instructor will

not waste any time instrucdng a man in anything that he will not actually need to use and apply in

the work for which he is being trained."'

Although wanime mobilization supported Prosser's conception of vocational education as

based primarily in the workplace, once the war ended and the emergency passed school-based

models of vocational education gradually gained ascendancy. Various factors account for this

development. Despite the preoccupation of Prosser and the NSPIE with industrial education,

congressional support for vocational educatice always had owed a great deal to azzicultural

Interests. A representative of agricultural interests, Georgia's Hoke Smith, cosponsored both the

Smith-Lever and Smith-Hughes acts. The Atoicultural Extension Service. established by the Smith-

Lever Act, employed male county agents, who taught farmers better ways to grow corn, and female

agents, who organized "home demonention work" in the form of calming clubs for rural girls.

The um e law also subsidized the 4-H program, the main nand youth organization. By 1917,

courses in agriculture and home economics had made their way into rural schools, carried by the

general enthusiasm for agricultural extension. The bulk of federal money allocated by the Smith-

Hughes Act supported agricultural extension, and more students enrolled in home economics than in

any other subject subsidized by the Act.

Passage of the Smith-Hughes Act also coincided with the surge of enrollments in public-

school commercial courses, a type of vocational education congmous with classroom instmcden.

COMMERCIAL EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

When Prosser and Sneciden spoke of workers, they usually meant men or boys woiting in

factories, shipyards, construction, and sirnilai ;ices characterized by the ptesence of heavy

equipment. Both men were convinced that social stability depended on attracting native-bom young

people away from commercial fields and into the manual trades and, indeed, the Smith-Hughes Act

" Charles R. Allen, The Instructor, The Man, and the Job: A Handbook for Imtsuctors of
Industrial and Vocational Subjects (Thiladelphia, LB. Lippincott, 1919): pp. 11-12; 39-42.
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did net support commercial education. Yet, as the proprietary business schools had demonstrated,

commercial education was highly compatible with classroom instrucdon. Courses in stenography,

typing, and bookkeeping flooded public secondary schools in the 18901 and ganerally proved

popular among educators and parents alike. Enrollments in the commercial curricula of public high

schools rose from 161,250 in 1914 to 430975 in 1924. During the same period, enrollments in

proprietary budness schools declined sharply, from a peak of 336,032 in 1920 to 188,363 in 1924."

Public high schools were absorbing the Amcdon of entry-level commercial training that the

proprietary schools had long performed.

The growth of commercial emollments was part of the remarkable rise of the secondary

school population between 1890 and 1930. While many factors contributed to this

growthincluding legal restrictions that tended to discourage the employment of children between

fourteen and sixteenthe introduction of commercial COMES played an bnportant role. Commercial

courses, in tum, reflected the growth of office wott and the changing aspirations of a segment of

the American working class. Paul H. Douglas noted that in the 1890s "white-collar jobs" were

petty much reserved for members of white-collar families.

To put it more sciendfically, the clerical class in America was practically a separate, non-
competing group. The son or daughter of a machinist did not ordinarily become a white-
collar worker, kr the very good mason that a machinist was seldom able to send his
children far enough through school to qualify them for any office jobs."

In contrast, by the 1920s the manual water, "with mom dollars in the Saturday-night envelope,"

sent his children to school longer. "He saw the advantage to them in graduating into the white-

collar class."'

The irony of this situation did not escape Douglas. The more students perceived high

schools as routes into the white-collar middle class, the greater the number of would-be clerks and

stenographers in commercial courses, and the more intense the competition for white-collar jobs.

" Melon, "Commercial Education," pp. 252-53; A.L. Pram, "Development of High School
Commercial airriculum and University Courses," Accounting Review 3 (March, 1928): 55.

" Douglas, "What is Happening to the White-Collar Job Market?" p. 721.

" Ibid.
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The spread of commercial education seemed to ensure the continued shrinkage of the advantage of

white-collar work over manual work.

Yet many educators took a more optimistic position. In 1926, 3.0. Malott, a specialist in

commercial education for the United States Department of Education and an eager supporter of

commercial education in the public schools, used the growing Epecialization of office wolic as an

argument in favor of greatly expanded commercial training. Melon's theme was the now-familiar

one of scientific efficiency. As "work is divided into many activities," he wrote, "each person with

special interests, aptitudes, and opportunities may devote his entire time to the work for which he is

best fitted. Through repetition of comparatively few tasks great dexterity and skill are acquired."

Melon counted it a positive advantage that the walk of bookkeepers had been subdivided into

several distinct occupations, including "invoice clerk, journal clerk, ledger clak, machine

bookkeeper, cashier, bookkeeper, and junior, senior, public, and certified public accountant."'" In

addition to specialization, Melon observed a tendency toward the standardization of office work

across company lines. This too advanced the cause of vocational education in the public schools.

The office worker in an age of standardization had "a better understanding of what he must do for

an initial position or promotion. The means of transition to higher levels are clarified and made

possible on the basis of certain known bodies of knowledge, skills, and trafts."" In this way, the

worker "is in a position to plan his future educational and business cereer with a minimum of lost

time eLd energy." Narrow commercial education would ultimately encourage social mobility and

prevent "the fotmation of a static society of office and store workers more or less stratified at

distinct levels."'"

In his Panglossian defense of commercial education, Melon took it for granted that workers

rationally planned their careers to maximize profit and status. Nothing better illustrates the middle-

class values of the vocational movement than this assumption, which ignored the roles of job

security, ease of work, and proximity to family and friends in working-class occupational decisions,

Malott's thinking reflected the tendency of vocational educators to model occupational training after

professional education. Pmsser and Charles R. Allen wrote in 1925 that: "In the professional field

the advance from unorganized or pick-up training to organized instruction has already reached a

" Malott, "Commercial Education," p. 257.

" Ibid., pp. 258-59.

1°3 Ibid., p. 258.
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considerable owe of development."K° The implication was clear it was meetly a ;natter of time

before education for ordinary occupations caught up with professional education.

Melon also assumed that high school graduates would net opportunities .7or retraining as

their careen peogreased. Education never ended; life neembged a timetable, with periodic training

and retraining opportunities. Melon's own evidence tended to conflict with this assumption, for he

cited contemporary occupational surveys demonstrating that, save for executives snd seattaries,

there existed "very little actual advancement for office workers."111 But he retained his faith that

the development of business into a peofession, evidenced by the prolifesation of collegiate business

schools and of licensing examinations for public accountants and real estate broken, would create a

ladder of opportunity for office woeken.

Some contemporaries. to be sure, dismissed the whole idea of vocational education. In

1922, Arthur Poured contended that vocadonslism was a waste of time, for most occupations no

longer demanded skill° John Dewey, whose conception of vocatione education differed

pmfoundly hem that of Malott, Piosser, and Snedden, assailed the trend toward specialization and

Snedden in pardcular for making industrial education rigid and brittle. Inasmuch as Dewey had

become a virtual household deity among public-school educators by the 1920s, it is masonable to

ask why his antagonists had so much influence. Part of the answer lies in Dewey's strange

indifference to secondary education. Between 1900 and 1930, virtually all of the important issues

raised by the relations between weak and education centered on high schools, institutions about

which Dewey wrote next to nothing. In addidon, as the success of the proprietary schools

indicates, vocational education, even in its nanow forms, was very popular. Vocadonalism was not

imposed on American education by a Gradgrindian elite. Rather. it had deep popular roots among

those who perceived it either as a way to emer the middle class or to advance within that class.

Finally, vocational education appealed even to those educaton who found Prosser and

Snedden's views exneme, because it promised to induce children to stay longer in school.

Ironically. prolonged education as such had never been an important objective for Prosser and

1°' Charles A. Prosser and Charles R. Allen, Vocational Education in a Democracy
(New York, Century Co., 1925), p. 25.

103

103

200.

Melon, "Commercial Education," p. 263.

Arthur Pound, The Iron Man in Industry (New York, Atlandc Monthly Press, 1922), p.
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Snedden. Obsessed with pioductivity mid efficiency, their ideal was the continuation school, with

young people alternating between school and woriL But most educators of the 1920s and 1930s

believed in prolonging education, which they considered morally and modally preferable to

beginning wort dwing adolescence. By drastically reducing the opportunities of young people to

find jobs, tin Great Depression undermined the amdmiadon schools but left intact the ideal of

prolonged education in vocational or comprehensive schools. In addition, while separate vocational

schools survived the Depression, some of the forms of vocational education subsidized by the

Smith-Hughes Actnotably agriculture and home econcenicswere easily reconciled with the

comprehensive high schools favored by mainstream educators. As for commercial education, it had

always been rooted in comprehersive schools rather than in separate vocational public schools.

Cceurary to the expectations of Prosser and Snedden, vocational education ultimately harmonized

with an ideal that mainstteam educaton; found irresistible: prolonged education (through

adolescence) in comprehensive public schools.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN PERSPECTIVE

Setting vocational education within a broad context, one that includes bbth universities and

proprietary schools, helps us to identify several important historical poems. First, throughout the

period from 1860 to 1930 a succession of prominent educators called for a kind of vocational

education that: (1) sought to teach the relationship between specific job skills and underlying

sciences, or "industrial processes"; (2) aimed at preparation for a mobile career rather than mere job

training; and (3) took place in fidl-time day insdnitions. In different ways Justin Monill, Calvin

Woodward, and John Dewey exemplified this approach. All three criticized the existing smarm of

wort in American society and assigned vocational education the task of reforming that work

strucaue. Morrill's land-grant graduates and Woodward's manual training graduates would restore

respect for manual labor and thereby extinguish the mania for speculative profits that gripped the

American middle class. Dewey's vocational pupils would pow up to become workers equipped to

plan their industtial careers and resist the dehumanizing pressure of the industrial regime. All of

these conceptions of vocational education were ideologically driven, in the sense that they sprang

less from coherent assessments of occupational requirements than from visions of different and

presumably better societies.

In relation to the manual trades, however, these expectations were never melized. The idea

of comptehensive, analytical preparatory education for wolt took root in the elite professional

schools of engineering, law, medicine, and business, but not in institutions devoted to mass

vocadonal education. American work traditions that were established well before 1860, including
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the practice of multiple occupadons and admiration for the jack-of-all-trades, contributed to the

sdlIbirth of the Morrill Act's ideaL Until the late nineteenth century. virtually all American

workers learned their trades on the job, by trial and MOS' Ind by observing veteran hands, rather

than by formal instruction. Whatever mipt be said against it, this system produced enough

inventive, self-taught mechanicsthe Isaac Singers and Thomas Edisonsto convince most

Americans that anyone could learn anything under nearly any conditions. By the late nineteenth

century, however, the corporate revolution awl the steady growth of credentialling requirements

were stimulating an expansion of formal vocational Mining. As the history of proprietary schools

reveals, the populax demand for vocational education was tied closely to the quest for immediately

marketable skills and credentials. The high oppommity costs of full-time schooling spurred a turn

to pan-time vocational instnrction in the forms of correspondence schools, evening classes in

business and law, and public continuation schools.

Starting in the 1920s and continuing tnto the 1930s, the model of full-time, school-based

vocational training, a model whose prospects did not appear especially bright as late as 1920, began

to overcome the previously dominant model embodied in evening classes and continuation and

correspondence schools. Growing demand for office workers and the rise in secondary school

enrollments initially propelled the change. Ironically, ideologists of vocational education had always

paid more attention to industrial than to commercial education, but it was commercial enrollments

that spurred the growth of vocational education in the public schools.

The Great Depression accelerated tendencies already evident in 1929. The weight of the

Depression fell heavily on pan-time schools of every sort, for young people unable to find work

had little incentive to take part-time vocational courses. Instead, unemployed teenagers simply

prolonget1 their full-time education. The proportion of seventeen-year-olds to graduate from high

school, which as late as 1920 stood at 16.3 percent, rose to 28.8 percent in 1930 and to 49.0

percent in 1940. The full-time model of vocational education triutnphed in the public schools, by

incorporating the job-specific training pioneered by the proprietary schools within the setting of the

comprehensive secondary school.
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